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The Future Never Gives Up: The Boy Who Hears The Footsteps Of The Future
The Future Never Gives Up written at the age of six is an introduction to Ilia’s perception of the universe. Considered by experts as the youngest philosopher in the world, Ilia has dictated over two thousand philosophical aphorisms and poems comprising ten books being released in 2011. The series are a complete spiritual progression in the album of quest for truth: on one end "questioning purposeful existence all the way to another end where life is seen as a unified breathing, feeling and thinking organism whose God is eternal, and we as individual co-creators belonging to one big whole God of reality and illusions. For Ilia, experiencing God is experiencing all of existence and all of its infinite possibilities. According to him, God is inseparable from each and every creation, be it a pebble, a child, a mineral or dimension. He sees beings able to experience lives and their outcomes simultaneously and that each action creates a domino affect into infinity, producing infinite other possible actions and reactions in different quantum realities. In other words, no matter what we do, we, as spiritual beings, always have a chance to change everything, by editing time and living multiple experiences, yet at all times retaining our own unique personality within what Ilia calls a Divine Matrix. In his perspective, it is only through participating in all life that we can truly understand God and ourselves.
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